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ABSTRACT 
Frevious experiment a l work has demonstrated tha t 
the use of an atomic beam apparatus in the measurement 
of absolute f-values is a v a luable method from which 
reliable experimental res ults c a n be obtained. Changes 
and improvements were made in the apparatus, increasing 
its sensitivity and reliability; these modifications are 
described. 
A discussion of the validity of certain assumptions 
in the a tomic beam theory is presented. A discussion is 
also presented of c hecks made on the reliability of the 
experi il.ental measurements. 
Absolute f-value measur ements were m~de on the stronger 
resonanc e l ines of Cr I, Ga I, In I, Tl I, Pd I, and Sn I. 
The results of these measurements are presented a nd com-
pared with those of other investigators. 
Suggestions are made for im~rovements in the atomic 
beam apparatus. These improvements would increase t he 
number of elements wr.ose absolute f-values could be 
measured by this met hod. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
The determination of transition probabilities, or 
f-values, for atomic electrons has been of interest to 
physicists even before the development of modern quantum 
theory. 
The theoretical computation of these transition prob-
abilities is severely limited by its dependency upon 
accurate wave functions for the initial and final electronic 
states. Accurate wave functions for atoms with more than 
one electron are very difficult to determine. 
A number of techniques have been employed in the 
measurerrent of absolute f-values (l, 2 ) Emission f-values 
obtained from arcs are unreliable because of the lack of 
precise knowledge of the temperature and emitting atom 
density within the arc plasma. Self-reversal of the emis-
sion lines constitutes an additional source of error. 
Physicists at the National Bureau of Standards ( 3 ) have 
investigated 25,000 lines in the arc spectra of seventy 
elements. Absolute and relative f-values obtained by 
other methods were used for calibration. 
The measurement of the lifetime of an excited elec-
tronic state is a valuable experimental method for deter-
mining absolute f-values 1t the relative f-va lues of all 
the possible transitions from the excited state are kno,vn. 
Recent experiments conducted in Germany have utilized this 
method {4 •5 >. 
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The determination of f-v~lues by the analysis of 
spectr~l lines for~ed in absor~tion has certain advantages 
over the use of emi ss ion lines : the condition of atoms 
in the absorbinE [~S is relatively simple to describe 
theoretically a s well a s to control experiment ~lly. 
Irofessor R. E. King an d his co- workers have determined, 
throush use of the Kins furnuce, rel ative f-values for 
most of t ile elements between tit.s.nium and nickel on the 
periodic table . Absorption lines were formed when li~~t 
from a continuous source v1as sent t hrouc h monatomic v apour 
of the element being studied ( 6 ,7) 
If the vapour pressure of t h e element is known as a 
function of temperature , a n d if the absorbing v apour is in 
t Lerrr.al equil ibrium, it is t hen poss ible to rne:...sure absolute 
f-v tlues. Quartz cells have been used to confine metal 
va~our s in such a st a te of equilibrilli~(B). This technique 
has been unreli :J.cle, however, since much of the v apour 
pres s ure data were in ere or by a t least fifty pre cent ( 9 ' 10 ). 
The rel a tive f-v ~lues for lines of an element c a n 
be determined by measuring tr·.e anomalous dispersion of its 
v apour in the i r:Jmediate vicin ity of e :;.c h a bsorption line . 
This method has been widely used in the Soviet Union 
(11,12,13). If the v apour is maint~ined in a st ~te of 
t hermal equilibrium, the relativ e f-v a lues c a n be converted 
to a n a bso l ute scale by using v a pour pressure data. 
The a tomic beam met hod "'as first introduced by Kop-
(14,15) fermann and ·;,'essel The following experimentali s ts 
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have done much work on improving the techniques and in 
verifying the reliability of the met hod: ~. H. Davia (l6) 
P. M. Routly, and G. D. Bell (l?) under the supervision 
of Professor King. Their work has resulted in the pub-
lication of absolute f-values for Cu I, Fe I, ¥ill I, a nd 
Pb I (18, 19,20) • 
The experiment described in t his thesis used an atomic 
beam appara tus. A small, chemically pure s ample of the 
metal being studied wa s placed in a crucible with whi ch 
it ~ould not react ch emically. The metal was he ~ted to 
a temperature a t which its v apour pressure was approx-
imately .02 Torr. A sm~ll precent age of the atoms in the 
crucible effused from an orifice in the side, forming an 
atomic beam. The beam was f an-shaped because of knife 
edges w:. ich defined its opening ant; le. The ~tomic beam 
entered a v a cuum chamber in which the pressure was between 
3xlo-6 and 5xlo-7 Torr. 
Quartz windows on either side of the v a cuum c hamber 
allowed light, from a high pressure mercury dischar e:e 
lamp, to pass t l~ough the a tomic beam in a form approx-
imating a fl a t horizontal sheet. The absorption line thus 
formed was scanned wi t h a high resolution, high gain, 
photomultiplier scanner pla ced in the camera holder of a 
22 foot Rowland mounting spectrograph. The output of t h e 
scanner a fter filtering, amplifica ti on , and zero shifting 
was traced on a strip chart recorder. The equivalent width 
(or total absorption of the line) was then obtained by 
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measuring the area under the line profile traced upon the 
strip c hart. 
While the absorption line was being scanned, a second 
strip chart recorder was continuously m~king the r a te 
at which atoms in the atomic beam were deposited onto a 
microbalance pan . Tha t part of the atomic beam which 
impinged upon the microbalance pan was determined by a 
circular aperture directly above the opening in the crucible. 
The temperature at the inside of the crucible was measured 
with an optical pyrometer. From a knowledg e of the geom-
etry, the temperature inside the crucible, and the r a te 
at r:hich the aton;ic beam deposited onto the microbalance 
pan , it wa s possible to compute the actual density of 
absorbing atoms integra ted a long the path of the liLht 
beam. After determining the above quantities , the f-va lue 
of the line beins studied could then be calculated by 
relating the equivalent width to the concentra tion of 
absorbing atoms. 
The work of G. D. Bell (l?) showed that the assump-
tiona involved in determining ato :J. ic beam densities from 
beam geometry, crucible temperat ure, and de~osit rate on 
the microbalance p an were justified; on the other Land, 
this work indicated a need for a more sensitlve and a c-
curate determination of both equivalent widths and deposit 
rates. A considerable amount of time was spent, therefore, 
in close collaboration with G. M. Lawrence ( 2 l) in making 
the desired improvements. 
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A brief discussion of t h e newly developed a ppara tus 
wi l l follow. Resul ts ar e g i ven for 25 acces s ib l e res-
onance lines of Cr I, Sn I, Pd I, Ga I, In I, and Tl I; 
comparisons are t hen mad e ~ith t h e work of other invest-
i gators. / Ho\'lever, a reswn e wi ll first be presented out-
lining the theory necess ~~ry to define the quantities used 
in the experimenta l an a lysis. 
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II.. OUTLINE OF THEORY 
The general theory for the form a tion of absorption 
l ines in a monatomic gas is well understood. Useful refer-
ences are Unsold {l) and Aller ( 22 >. Davis (16) has 
developed the modifications necessary for the anal ysis of 
lines formed in absorption from an atomic beam. 
The equivalent width of a line is a useful parameter 
in describing its strength: 
J )., • 
1 0 is the continuum intensity in the absence of absorption, 
and IA is the intensity as a function of wavelene th in the 
presence of absorption. As defined here, the e quivalent 
width is t he equiva lent amount of the continuum, in wave 
length units, which is totally absorbe d in the form a tion 
of the line. 
Line formation the ory st ~tes, for the c a se of pure 
doppler broadening {~A.,/4).0 <<}, \there AA,. is the natural 
width of the line and ~~~is the doppler width), that 
H(k· NrL) 
A AD 
(1) 
where f is the f-value for the line, N is the density of 
absorbing atoms in the light path, L is the optical path 
length, and K is a constant for a given line. This relat ion 
is known as the curve of growth and can be obtained explic-
itly in terms of an infinite series. When \Je.).tiX~<. lj-, the 
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first term in the series makes the major contribution; 
the relation then becomes l inear. 
In developing the theory for the atomic beam the fol-
lowing assumptions are made: 
1. The pressure in the vacuum system is low enough 
so that less than one percent of the atoms in the beam 
will collide with residual gas molecules in travelling 
the three inch dist ance betv1een the crucible orifice and 
the microbalance pan. 
2. The atoms of metal vapour reach thermal equili-
brium inside the crucible. The presence of the hole in 
the crucible does not significantly effect this equilibrium 
condition; in other words, the mean free path of atoms in 
the crucible is l arge compared to the size of the orifice. 
3. The crucible orifice is small enough to be con-
sidered a point source when viewed from a distance of 1.5 
inches or more. 
4. The changes in weight of the microbalance pan 
are due only to the deposit of atoms from the atomic beam. 
All incident atoms stick to the pan. 
Davis (l6) obtained the following expression as the 
explicit form which equation 1 takes in the atomic beam 
case: 
• (2) 
/ 
In this expression, ilA~ is an effective doppler width 
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appropriate to the velocity distribution in the atomic 
beam, and C is proportional to NfL/'(T of the atomic beam. 
The quantities in equation 2 are defined as follows: 
(3) 
~.is the wavelength of t h e line in unit s of lo-5 em, T 
is the crucible tempera ture in degrees Kelvin, M is the 
mass of the element in atomic mass units, and "( is the 
half angle of the atomic b eam. If the quantiti e s in 
~ 
equation 3 are expressed in these units, then 4 }., will be 
in milliangstroms. 
Continuing with a def inition of the quantities in 
equation 2, 
, 
C = fG QT• 
~ 
where Q = 8. 33xlo-3 • ~ i>'fr~ ; 
(4) 
(5) 
Z is the distance, in inches, a bove the crucible orifice 
a t which the light beam passes tr.roug h t h e a tomic be am; 
b is the vertica l distance from the crucible orifice to 
t he circular aperture, defining tha t part of the a tomic 
b e am which strikes the microba lance pan; and f is t h e 
' radius of this circular aperture. G is the rate at vthich 
atoms capable of absorbing a photon of the waveleng th of 
~ 
the spectral line deposit on the microbalance pan. G is 
measured in micrograms per second and is rela ted to G, the 
observed deposit rate, by a Boltzman factor describing the 
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distribution of atoms over the lo.,, lying energy levels of 
I 
the atom. Accordingly, G = (B.F.)G where 
- 1::; 8~ c ifr 
•• • f ~·~-# B.F. = (6) 
The quantity gi is 2Jtl for the lov:er st a te of the tran-
sition, and Ei is its energy. The sum extends over all 
low lyinr states vrh1ch have an appreciable population at 
the temperature of the crucible. 
A complica tion arises when the line under investi-
gation has hyperfine structure comronents separa ted by 
more than .5 mA0 ( 23). If the separa tion of the components 
is smaller than the effective doppler width of the line, 
the blending of the components is quite complicated, and 
the equivalent width should be kept small (\16/.o~ <.~) so 
that the line is on the linear part of the curve of gro,.,th 
\vhere 
fil c. ( 7) 
\Vhen the splitting of the byperfine structure comf o nents 
is greater than or equal to tLe effective doppler width of 
the line, but unresolved by the spectrograph, the compon-
ents are blended and e a c h component follows a separa te 
curve of growth:. 
¥/€); 
,1) x~ 
Values of c1 have relative magnitudes Eiven by t h e theor-
etica l relative intensities of the hyperfine structure 
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components. These theoretical relative intensities can 
be obtained from the tables of \vh1te and Eliason ( 24) 
if the nuclear spin and J values for the upper and lower 
terms are knovm. 
In pra ctice) V.j11'>.·.)..,_t for the unresolved line, the 
relative values of the Ci, and tabulated v alues for the 
curve of gro\·Tth :function for a sine le component are known 
and the theoretical curve of growth for the unresolved 
line, relating Vf/A ~g).,..,. to Ctot al• is desired. A series 
of Ctot a l values covering the range of experimental inter-
est were selected. Each Ctotal was then expressed as a 
sum of Ci, C.total = f Ci, \vhere the Ci have the correct 
relative values for the line being studied. For each Ci, 
The composite curve of growth was a graph of 0totai against 
'vJejiJ ~P)T.t~) \'/here \Jt) 2_ ~,· J1' • 
" 
.d XD p T.f.J 
Using the quantities defined above, the absolute 
f-value for the line was then obtained from the equation: 
(8) 
A final relation, derived by Davis(l6 ), for the 
impulse force received by the microbalance pan upon open-
ing the shutter is very useful in analyzing the meaning of 
--
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the tracings from the automatically balancing microbalance: 
F = trG• F is the impulse force in micrograms and tr is 
the time necessary to deposit a mass with weight equal to 
F. The recovery {tr) can be computed from the following 
equation: 
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III. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYS IS AND TECHNI';UES 
The experimental methods used to measure absolute 
f-values will be described in some detail in the following 
eight sections. Aspects of the experimental apparatus 
which ere not fully described have already been discussed 
in detail by Davis (l6 ) and Bell (l7). 
Figure I shO\V'S a schematic drawing of part of the 
apparatus. A crucible (1) is shown properly positioned 
in a furnace tube (2). The furnace tube is slipped snugly 
into high current electrodes, \-rhich are water cooled. 
The power source is capable of providin6 an input power 
of over 2 kw. at currents of several hundred amps. The 
knife edges (3) define the angUlar spread ¥of the atomic 
beam. The aperture (4) admits a portion of the atomi c 
beam to the microbalance pan. A shutter (5) shields the 
microbalance pan, and (7) indicates t h e calibrating hook 
on woich the standard weight for calibrating the balance 
is placed. 
A schematic drawing of the automatic balancing mechan-
ism is centered around (8) in figure I. The balance coil 
is suspended by taut .001 in. tungsten wires in the field 
of a permanent magnet. The balance arm from which the pan 
is s uspended is rigidly attached to the balance coi l . A 
small focusing light bulb directs light to'fTard t\'IO photo-
cells. A flag attached to the balance arm blocks some of 
this light. The automatic balancing circuit adjusts the 
10
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current tr.cr-ough the balance coil until t he output signals 
from the t\·;o photocells are equ;:ll . 
The temperature of the crucible orifice is measured 
with an optical pyrooE:ter by vie\·rint: throu[h the window (9). 
A rot:::.t..s.ble qu£..rtz disc underneath the window J:rotects 1t 
from foc;:c;ing by the atoLic bei..llil . 
The hit;h pressure mercury discharse light source is 
locate~ at (10) . The li5ht from the lamp is iQaced at 
t he cen~er of tte ato~ic beam (ll) and then re-imaged on 
t he entrance slit of the spectro£~apb (12). 
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A. Discussion of the Validity of ~ Atomic Beam Assumptions 
The geometrical distribution of the atomic beam v1as 
checked by Bell (17) and found to agree, to within experi-
mental error, with that predicted by assuming effusive 
flow from a point source. 
The velocity distribution of the atoms in the atomic 
beam can be calculated from the temperature of the vapour 
inside the crucible using kinetic theory for effusive flo\·t, 
provided the mean free p a th of the atoms inside the crucible 
is long compared to the dimensions of the orifice. To 
determine the validity of the assumption of effusive flow, 
mea n free paths (~) were computed for the temperatures 
used in vapourizing chromium. Vapour pressures for chromium 
were taken from the tables given by Stull and Sinke (25) . 
The extreme values are reported here: 
T • 1963 °K T = 1700 °K 
A= 0.8 mm. A= 26 mm. 
G: 1.2 /gm/sec G = .o45 ~gm/sec 
/i.'he diameter of the crucible orifice was about 1 mm. The 
mean free paths of all the other elements studiedJexcept 
tin and indium,fell within the range given above. 
For tin and indium,lines from excited states with 
f-values less than .05 were studied. The beam densities 
\~hich were necessary to produce measurable absorption lines 
led to mean free paths of less than .3 mm. inside the 
crucibles, when standard graphite crucibles with .04 in. 
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diameter orifices were used. To check on the effect of 
these short mean free paths on the measured f-values 
speci3.1 crucibles 1tlith orifices .11 in. in diameter were 
used in repeating the measurements on two f'-values of t~n 
and two f-values of indium. The repeated f-values agreed 
with those obtained using scandard crucibles to less tuan 
5%· The mean free paths i nside tbe special crucibles were 
ah1ays greater than 3 mm. 
ihus, t h e restrictions imposed by the assumption of 
effusive flovt do not seem to have been violated in tue 
experimental work reported in thla tnesis. 
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B. Optic a l System 
A high pressure mercury discharge lamp was used a s a 
light source. It had a h igh intensity output and lifetime 
of about 50 hours, while operating with an input power of 
1.1 kw., as lonG a s a steo.dy flO\'/ of coolins water v:as main-
tained to carry off the he:?..t genera ted. Both t h e c apillary·, 
which contained the mercury, n..nd t h e outer water j a cket of 
the lamp \'lere made of quartz to allow transmission of light 
with waveleng th s horter t h an 3000 A0 • During operat i on of 
the lamp, t he pressure i nside t h e capil l ary rose to several 
hundred atmospheres . The mercury emission lines were, t here-
fore, extremely pres s ure broadened. The lamp output was a 
useful source from 2650 A0 to at least 7000 A0 • Below 2650 
A0 the self absorption of the mercury 2536 A0 line drasti-
cally reduced the light output. Near the mercury emission 
lines the continuum intensity varied at least a factor of ten. 
The mercury lamp '~·as p laced in a horizontal position, 
and a quartz lena \'lith 15 em. focal length \vas used to oring 
the line image of the capillary to focus in t h e c enter of 
the at omic beam . A 30 em. focal length quartz lens then 
focused t h is image on the entrance slit of the spectroe;raph. 
This simple optical system was designed by G. M. Lawrence 
to admit a maximum amount of li5ht to the spectrosraph by 
filling both the length and breadth of t he entrance slit . 
Both lenses were mounted on precision lens mounts, \'lhich al-
lowed fine adjustments of the optical alignment to be made. 
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Licht Has admitted lnt.o t.he vacuum system throuzh 
optical q_uo..rtz ·.· indoi'ls se::led to the main v a cuum ch<.Jmbcr 
by me~s of 0-rlns s. 
The lo.rce Ro·,.;land mount l n.=; spectroe;ra.ph, loc ;..Lt ed in 
Bridge Lubor~tory, was used for t his experiment. The 21 
foot :rc..tins used in the thesis work. of both Bell and Davis 
h3.d been replaced bec::us e of the l~se o.r.count of sc .:~.ttered 
lisht it proC..uc.::d . The sratinc, used for the Vlork reported 
in t nis t Les is had a r c.dius of curvature of 6u50 mm. , 600 
rulincs per m.'n . , and a ruled area 5 em. by 12 em. All work 
was done in second order, whore the dispersion was 1. 252 
The foll0\·rin0 simple test \·r:::.s r.1c.de for the presence of 
SC Ett tered lisht by the DE:\-,' sro.t ing. The chromium A3578 
line was scanned s ix times, usinc the second order of the 
spectrosrc.ph , with a Corning glass filter blockins out o.ll 
licht of v:avelens th lon.:.::e r than 3900 A0 • The filter was re-
moved, and the line was scal .ned six more times. This \•ras 
possible because the EHI 9526B photomultiplier was 1nsensi-
o tive to the first order light of 7150 A , and the mercury 
dlsch::rge lamp emits virtually no third order lit.: ht of vrave-
lencth 23oO A 0 • The crucible ten:perature \·las const ant dur-
inc these s cans. The resultino f-values, calculated for 
the cr~o~ium A3578 line, did not differ sicnificently from 
each other, thus indicat ing that the presence of scattered 
lizht was not a problem at 3578 A 0 • 
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A Corning g lass filter, 11Red Purple Corex-A", \va s 
used to separate orders of the spectrograph in the wav e -
len3 th region between 2700 A 0 and 3 6 50 A 0 • For the vlave-
- 0 0 n length region 3 o 50 A to 5000 A , a Corning glass Furnace 
Door Blue" filter was used. 
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C. Vacuum System 
The vacuum system Has originally designed to attain 
a pressure 10\·T enout;h tho.t less than 1~ of the atoms in 
the atomic beam would suffer collisions with the residual 
gas in the system. The distance between the crucible 
orifice and the microbalance pan was 7 em. Usin5 kinetic 
theory, the followins expression has been derived for the 
fraction, o( , of atoms in the atomic oearn suffering col-
lisions in traveling a distance Z (in em.) at a residual 
gas pressure P (in lo-3 Torr): o< • ZP/6 .5 • For Z = 7 em., 
this expression becomes~= l.lP. ~hus , at pressures 
belO\i lo-5 'l'orr, less than 1% of the atoms in the atomic 
beam \vill collide with residual e;as atoms in traveling 
from the crucible to the microbalance pan. 
Observatlon of ti1e instantaneous we1gi:1t of t h e micro-
balance pan under conditions of atomi c beam deposition 
indicc.:.ted t : ... a t gettering , adsorption, and liberation of 
gas by the pan could very adversely effect t he accuracy of 
the de~osit rate determinations. The conical alumi num 
foil pans used throughout this vtork had a total surfa ce 
area of approxima tely 20 cm2 • Deposit raLes observed during 
the measurement process ranged from .02 to 2 microz r arns 
per second. 7he follo>ving expression was obtained from 
kinetic theory for R, the rate of mass incidence in micro-
2 grams per em per second, as a function of pressure ror 
a residual gas of pure nitrogen, at 30 °C: R = .016P, 
\ 
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where F is expressed in 10-6 Torr. For the pans used in 
this experiment the expression becomes R • .32P • At a 
residual gas pressure of lo-9 Torr, the mass incidence 
rate becomes .0003 ~gm/sec., which is about 1.% of the low-
est observed atomic beam deposit rates. At the gas pres-
sure of 10-6 Torr, comrr.only obtained during actual atomic 
beam deposition, R was therefore about -3~gm/sec. 
The composition of the residual gas in the vacuum 
system at 10-6 Torr probably differed quite drastically 
from that of air. Nitrosen and cracked pump oil fragments 
such as methane and carbon monoxide were the main compon-
ents. The chemical reactions that could occur betv1een 
these residual gas com~onents and fresh, chemically active, 
deposits on the microbal~nce surface are quite complicated. 
The metals studied in this thesis are not very active 
chemically and there was no evidence of such reactions. 
The nature of the experirr.ental work being done with 
the vacuum system required that it be readily demountable 
to allow for frequent refil l i nc of the crucible and measure-
ment of the quantities determining the atomic beam ~eometry. 
The system designed by Davis (l6 ) and Routly bad 0-ring 
seals and many ports to provide easy access to the inside 
of the system. The pumping system consisted of a 4 in. 
Kinney fractiona ting oil diffusion pump backed by a tvro 
stage 5 cu. ft./min. Kinney mechanical pump. This pumping 
2 -6 system should attain a minimum pressure of xlO Torr. 
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To improve the ultimate vacuum attainable, a large liquid 
n itrogen cold trap vrith a lifetime of about 4 hours vras 
placed in the baffle valve above the tt~oat of the dif-
fusion pump. This loc :::.tion ~\'as chosen to reduce \s much 
as possible the back-strea ming of diffusion pump oil into 
the vacuum system. The ultima te pressure of the system 
with the cold trap v1as :~.bout lo-7 Torr. 
Viton, a fluorine-carbon compound vlith elastic proP-
erties, makes 0-rL,gs which are superior to those In <.;.de of 
buna rubber because of viton's lower vapour pressure and 
ability to withstand temper atures of 100 °0. The vacuum 
system bad 30 buna rubber 0-ring s seals, which were re-
placed with sea ls made of viton. 
The vacuum pressure gau g e installed by Bell wc..s a 
CVC Phillips gauce cap~.ble of measuring pressure a ccurately 
dovm to lo-6 Torr. A Veeco non-burnout ionization gauge 
with a linear output and a sensitivity of 100 ~amps per 
lo-3 Torr at 10 mA grid current wa s added to the system, 
-6 providing accur .:o. te pressure reading below 10 Torr. 
i'lith the vi ton 0-ring,s, the lo..,.,.est pressure att a ined 
in the main vacuum chamber wa s 2xlo-7 Torr. An atteiJpt 
was made to drive off absorbed gas and thereby speed 
pump-do~~ time by h eat ing tbe outside walls of the vacuum 
chamber to 90 °0. This was soon abandoned because the 
heat caused the v1ton 0-rings to take on a permanent set 
and the ultimate pressure was not lowered. The pump-down 
time, without heatLng of the walls of the vacuum chamber, 
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was about 24 hours. 
The ultimate attainable pressure of the pumping 
system was ct.ec lred. by putting the Veeco Gauge directly 
on t h e input p ort leading to the diffusion pump a nd 
pw:ping on the closed ; ort . The pressure t hus ~easured 
wa s no t significantly lower t bun tha t a tta ined while 
p~ping o n the entire v a cuum c ~arnber. Therefore, it 
wa s concluded t hat the pump itself \-las the limiting f a ctor 
and not out-sassing of the c hamber or leaks through the 
0-riq~s . 
The pressure v:bile the furnu.ce was opera ting '•l<..~.S 
usually a f a ctor of ten above t he mini~um a tt a inable 
pressure Hben t he furna ce H:..lS cold . This v1c.s e specially 
true with pall aC. ium, which required crucible temper a tures 
of about 1 850 °C and, therefore , furna ce tube temper a tures 
of over 2000 °C. The rise in pressure while t he furn~ce 
vlc..s ho t 'das a ttributed to out-e;ass ing of t he inside of the 
system bec a use of exposure to be~t a nd r ad i a tion from the 
furn~ce. In prir.ciple , t his out-gassing s hould stop if 
the furn a ce were mainta ined a t elev ated temper a tures for 
a period of hours ; h owever, such a long out-gas s ing period 
wo uld e xhaus t the su:rply of rr:e t a l in t he crucible. It was 
found that maint ~ining t he furnace for several hours a t a 
t er::perature just be l ow tha t a t vThi cb the element in the 
crucible at t a ine d an appreci ab l e vapour pressure helped 
to r eC.uce the pressure a t the higher temperature used to 
produce the a tomic beam . 
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D. Crucibles ~nd Furn~ce Tubes 
Graphite , because of its excellent ther~al shock 
resistance , Has used for vapourizing any elerr:ent \vi th 
'trhich 1 t C:id not re a ct c C.emi cally . The gra:r:;rJ.i te cruel bles 
use d for tl-_is work Here r:J:ichined fron1 pure spectroscopic 
srapni te rods . Tr ... ey \·rere 1. 3 in . lon3 , had an outer 
dic.:.;-LetGr o:f:' . 352 in., and a v:c.ll thickness of . 018 in . 
SnuSLy fitting caps were mac~ined for the open ends , and 
holes \,• ith . 045 in . di.:;.meters '.'lere drilled in the sides 
in order to allo\·.r for :!Jation of the .::~t .:.;::. ic beam . The 
crucibles were r.1aC.e v:ith little 11 ears " t o hold them a.J·:ay 
fro~ t~e furn~ce tubes , :.1.nd to t~us prevent an excess 
an:ount of current from f-:JSsins throush the c r ucible . 
Gr.:..pLite furnace tubes ·.·. ere used with the grapbite 
crucibl es . These ·,·,ere 3 . 5 in . long , with an outer diameter 
of . 453 in ., and a ~~11 thickness of . 033 in . A hole . 150 
in . in diwr.eter 'l'fas C.rilled. in their sides . This hole i·:as 
~ads just l a rce enouzh so tha t it would not interfere ~ith 
tl:e a to::dc be:1.11 . It '·" s felt t h1.t Z'::?.vin£ t he hole as srr.::-..11 
~ts poss:ble ·,.,·as desir··""ble in order to reduce t he cooling of 
the area of the crucible nee:.r the ho l e , and to t hus r educe 
the ~r::ount of 1:.etal v apour condensing there • . Deposition 
of xet~l around the orifice caus e d variations i n t he 
observed deposit rates . 
Unfortunat ely , elec ents in t he immediat e v icinity of 
iron on the peri odi c t able form c arbi des u p on rr.el t ing i n 
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graphite containers. Bell (l7) found that stabilized 
zirconium oxide had the necessary chemical inertness to 
contain molten metals in the iron group. Zirconia, however, 
does not h a ve the excellent thermal shock resistance of 
graphite; and after beins used once to produce an a tomic 
beam, a crucible would be too cracked for reuse. 
The zirconia crucibles used for t his work were obtain-
ed from the Leco Company in St. Joseph, l·:ichisan. These 
were 1 in. in length and were closed a t one end. The 
outer diameter was .375 in. c.nd the wall thickness was 
.094 in. The Leco Comp~ny did not supply plugs for the 
open e nds, so a technique ~as devised to produce them. 
Stabi l ized zirconium oxide was mixed with polystyrene 
cen:ent diluted with benzene to form a thick p a ste. The 
paste wa s t hen p a cked into molds, which were drilled out 
of . 250 in. brass sheet. After allowing the benzene to 
evaporate , the full mo ld was heated with a cool a cetylene 
torch so tha t the polystyrene would burn out. Using a 
hotter torch, the \·:hole mold wa s heated until the br a ss 
mel ted <:'.nd rolled free of t.ae zirconia plu e: . Finally, 
the plug was sintered by he a ting it to white heat with the 
hottest part of the acetylene f lame . This technique pro-
duced impervious plugs, which closed the open ends of t he 
crucibles very effectively. 
The holes from which the a tomic beam was formed were 
ground in the aides of the zirconia crucibles wi th a soft 
wheel. 
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At first, grupLite tubes were used with the zirconia 
crucibles, but it was found that large amounts of gas 
evolved upon re ~ching furn~ce temperatures in excess of 
1800 °C. This was attributed to a reaction between the 
zirconia and the graphite, which libera ted oxysen. Next , 
furnace t~bes rolled out of .003 in. molybdenum were tried, 
but it was found that they developed hot spots and burned 
out at temperatures above about 1700 °C. It \·tas finally 
found that . 005 in. tanta lum made very satisfactory tubes, 
\·rh ich neither burned out nor evolved gas . The tantalum 
tubes \vere 4 in. in length with .310 in. diameter ho l es 
punched in the sides for the passag e of the atomic be a m. 
The larger holes in the side of the tentalum tubes were 
necessary to allow clearance for the atomic beam . Unfor-
tunately, this meant tha t the area arolli!d the crucible 
opening was differenti ~lly cooled because of radi a tion 
losses, thus c a using some deposition of metal arow1d the 
orifice. A chemical reaction between the zirconia cruc-
ibles and the tantalum he .:..!. ting tubes \vas observed, \·.r h ich 
prod.uced a •::ec:.kening of the t3.ntalum at points of contact. 
This was elimina ted by wrapping the bottom half of the 
crucible with a patch of tantalum .005 in. thick, in 
order to prevent any direct contact betvreen the crucible 
and the furnace tube. 
A set of concentric radiation shields, spot welded 
out of • 005 in. tant B. lum , reduced t he input po·der require-
ments necessary to reach temperatures above 1600 °C . The 
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radiation shie lds were isola ted from e a ch other a nd the 
f t:.rn :..:.ce tube, both t herrr.ally and electrically , by means 
of annular sp~cers cut from ~unrtz tubing of t h e appropriate 
size. It was found t hat t he triple radi~tion shield cut 
the input po~!er n e cessary to rea ch temperatures above 
1600 °C in the crucible by a t least a f a ctor of t~o. 
A test run was maG.e wi th an empty zirconia crucible 
in a t antalum furn ~ce tube in order to determine the high-
est a tt a inable crucible tempera ture. At about 2200 °c the 
zirconia melted and reacted with the furnace tube causing 
it to b urn out. 
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E. The Microbal~nce 
The automatic~lly h~lancing microbalance used in t h is 
experiment was desie-n, .. :Jy G. N . Lmvrence ( 2l) and R. C. 
Asbenfel ter. The sens:.. vi vi ty of the balance was about .4 
~m. , and it had a dynamic r~nge of 5 mgm. The balance 
Has calibra ted by weighing a standard 1 msm.rider i~ 
vacuo . This cal ibra tion \vas assumed to hold for rr:uch 
smaller changes in wei£ht because the autom~tic balancing 
mechanism always brousht the b alance to rest in the same 
position. For the experi~ental work reported in t h is 
thesi~deposit rates on the balance pan were in the range 
from .03 to 1.5 ~gm./sec. The aperture Vlhich allov;ed the 
ato~ic beam to deposit on the microbalance pan was .576 
in. in diameter. For ele~e nts with f-va l ues below .05, 
where h i g h beam densities 1-:ere needed, a plug ,,.i th a • 376 
in. hole in its center was placed over the larger aperture. 
Figure II sho\vS two trc::.cings of actual microc c.. l ance 
strip chart recordings. i'!i t h the shutter under the micro-
balc..nce closed, the b alance reads a const&nt weight. Upon 
opening the shutter C!l1 Up\<r3..I'd impulse, due to the c..rri vc.l 
of the a ton:ic berun, mukes the pan seem lighter. Deposition 
of mass is marked by a stec.dy increase in the \veight of 
the pan. The recorder tra cin5 should be ne~ly a straight 
line for a constant deposit rate . Runs where the deFosit 
r a te was clearly not const .s.nt Here rejected. Three obvious 
causes of variation in deposit r a te were: fluctu a ting 
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crucible tempera ture, forrr.ation or disappearance of deposits 
about the crucible orifice, end exhaustion of the material 
inside the crucible. 
Figure II b s hows a deposit r a te of about .03 ~-/sec. 
The non-linearity of the trc.cint: is due to the 10\of depos it 
rz::te, ·,·:hich is a t the lo er limi t of the useful range of 
the balance. The noise level in the bala nce is sho•;~n by 
the irregularity in the tr ·J cins in Figure II b when the 
shutter was closed. Fi£ure II a shows how the recovery 
time, tr = 17.5~, c a n be re~d off the output ch~t as 
a horizontal distance betv1een points on the time scale 
when the microbalance records equal weishts. 
Pans for the balance '.vere made from • 00025 in. thick 
alucinum foil. A quarter sector of a 1.6 in. r adius disc 
cut from the foil was shaped around a conical form and 
spot vrelded into a conical pan. Con ical p :..;.ns ·.·rere used 
because a larce fr&ction of the atoms which bounced off 
the pan surfelce on the first encounter would have to hit 
the r:;a.n a t least once more before escaping. Therefore, 
the fr~ction of ato~s finally sticking to the conical pan 
\vould be rr:uch higher than the fraction sticking after a 
single encounter. 
As much as 100 j"f55D· of gas \vere observed to le a.ve a 
pan \<then it Has first exposed to radi~tion from the furnace. 
A sreal l six volt tungs ten lieht bulb was pla ced near the 
balance pan to he~t it and drive off this a bsorbed gas. 
It v:as often found tha t even when p a ns were heated they 
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absorbed some g :....s, though at a much slower r a te than un-
heated pans. The rate of e;as absorption \·:as found to be 
hishest riEht after a fr e sh l~yer of metal a toms h~d been 
deposited on the pan. , _:...ted pans app~ently accumula ted a 
thin surface layer of g a s atoms on top of the fresh deposit. 
·~ ;hen the shutter was opened ag.:1in this small amou.."1t of 
absorbed 3as , eenerally less than 2~., was driven off 
by exposure to the furn a ce in less than ten seconds. 
Part IV section A contains a discussion of gas absor~tion 
observed on fresh chromium de~osits. 
The rapid evolution of g a s made it difficult to 
obtain an accurate impulse force measurement vrhen the 
shutter was opened. It vJas found that the impulse force 
measurement, obtained when the shutter was closed, was 
more reliable because of the absence of this effect. 
The motion of the residual gas in the vacuum chamber 
tov12..rd the input port of the diffusion pump produced a 
noticable wind at pressures above 10-S Torr. The pan 
vTould appear to get heavier \·lhen t he shutter, C.irectly 
beneath it, was opened. 
IVhen the region around the furnace was evolving g a s 
because of a sudden increase in furnace temperature , an 
upward wind was often observed. This wind made the micro-
balance pan appear lic::hter upon o pening of the shutter. 
Chemical gettering of the deposit on the microbalance 
pan was not observed for any of the elements on Hr.ich ab-
solute f-value measurements were made. Gettering would 
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appear as an increase in pm1 we ight \·Ti th the shutter 
closed, \vhich could not be reversed by heating of the pan. 
1
.'lhen the supply of metal in the crucible \vas running 
out, the deposit rate at constant crucible tempera ture was 
observed to fall off gradu~lly. A formula to correct the 
observed deposit rate for the effect of decrea.sing impulse 
will now be derived. 
Let \/0 be the weight of the pan before the shutter is 
opened. At the time t 1 the shutter is opened and mass is 
allowed to deposit on the pan until a time t2 when the 
shutter is closed. The following equations can be written 
for the apparent weight of the pa.n at the t'\o! O tillieS t 1 and 
t, 
t2: ·..:1 = W0 - F1 and 1·12 = ':10 - F2 + l t;(1) J T. The observed 1", 
deposit rate, Gobs, is then ( W2-'.v1 )/( t 1-t2). Using the 
impulse me a surements tbis expression can be corrected to 
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F. The Photomulti p lier Detector 
Bell {l?) states th~t the photographic process is 
useful for the study of ~bsorption lines with equivalent 
widths greater than 2 mA0 • i'{ork was undertal{en to design 
a photomultiplier detector which could be used for lines 
as s mall as .4 mA0 in equivalent width . 
The grating used for this work was mounted in a 21 
ft. 10 in. Ro'dl a nd spectroc raph and had a ruled area 12 
em. by 5 em. with 600 rulings per mm . Using a n.:!.I'roH line 
emission source, the entr~nce slit of the spectros raph 
Has closed until maximum sharpness of the i maGe \vas ob-
tained, and further narrowine_: of the slit merely decreased 
the output l ight intensity. This entrance slit wi dth, at 
wi:~ich maximum resolution was obt u.ined, vias found to be 
30 microns . The dispersion of the spectrogr a ph wa s 1 . 25 
mA0 /micron in the second order. The magnification at 
3000 A0 of the image of the entra nce slit was 1.06. Thus 
monocr~omatic l i ght at 3000 A0 should appear to have a 
spread of a t least 50 mA0 at the image pla ne of the grating . 
In practice , Vfhen doppler broadened absorption lines \vith 
full widths at half maximum o:f 8 mA0 were imaced by the 
spectrograph, they v1ere spread over a region o:f at least 
100 mA0 • 
This smearins of the doppler profiles of the absorp-
tion lines by the spectrograph meant th~t the ch~nse in 
continuum intensity because of t he presence o:f an absorption 
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line of . 4 mA0 equi val6nt '"iC.th \vou: d be less th<ln 1%, 
even at the center of the line . If this 1% change in con-
tinuum intensity were detected by a photomultiplier whose 
output, when displ.:::.yec on .:::. meter or chart re;corder, \vas 
.:::.djusted to re ad continuum intensity as full scale , it 
would be im;ossible to me ::sure the 1% ch.:::.nce to an accuracy 
of 5%. 'dith a continuum '•lhose intensity was const ant to 
.01%, this problem coul d be solved by subtr.:::.cting & con-
stant reference voltace from the continuum signal und dis-
playing the difference vo : t .:::.c_ e as full sca.le on a chGrt 
recorder. Using a differen ce sicn.:::.l equ~l to 5% of the 
continuum SiGnal, the chai~.::·es in continuum bec.:.use of a 
1% absorption line could then be measured to an accuracy 
of 5ro. Unfortunately, the hish pressure mercury dischurge 
lamp used as a continuum source for ti1is ex1~ eriment ·.-1as 
not st able as a function of tirre. Rapid vari a tion in 
continuum intensity, of :.:.t least 1%, were very coillt":on . 
Also, the lamp output intensity decreased slov:ly as a 
fUnction of time becc.use of deposition of cooling \vater 
salts on the quartz \·rater j acket. 
Therefore, it was G.e cided to use the intensity of 
a portion of the continuum 6A0 a·.·;ay from the absorption 
line as a reference signal with which to perform the sub-
tr ::.ction described above . Noise due to fluctu · .. tio::ls in 
:amp intensity would be common to the t\\'O sicnals and thus 
nsarly eliminated · . .:'C .. en they were subtracted. Detai l s of 
the design of the photowultiplier detector are given in 
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La• . .;rence' s thesis ( 21) A subtraction which allowed 
10% of the continuum sign:_l to be displayed full sc :1le on 
a strip ch·~t recorder w~s used for most the work reported 
here . 
One technique of ec:_ui v :L::.ent v; id.th me ~.surement Hhich 
1·i3.S considered employed a st :_tione!.ry slit, •,.;ide enough to 
cover the whole wave::.ensth interval into w~ich the spectre-
s rn.ph spre .:..d an absorption line . A shutter in the vacuum 
ch.::.mber, just above t he cruc:..ble orifice , vras used to b~ock 
t Le at o;:ic oec:.m . l·:casurement of the difference in lie:ht 
intensity, co:::ine; tr.rouch the >·:ide slit, vrith the a tomic 
be:un sr.utter open ~nd closed c.:.llo·::ed calculation of the 
ec:.uivalent wi d th of the l ine, provided the width of the 
slit ,., as l:n o•:.rn • 
Difficulties in positionins t ee slit a ccurately and 
lack of kno1·1ledc:;e of the exact Hidth of the spectrn.l reGion 
over •:;hich the absorpt~on line vtas s pread by the s:r,:ectro-
.:::;:r.:::.ph meant tha t 2. minimum slit Hidth of 160 mA0 \vas neces-
s:J.ry. E.ov:ever , the cban3e in sisnal from this Vlide slit 
would be onJ.y . 25% because of the presence of a line of 
equivalent '.o:idth . 4 rr:A0 • The noise limitations in the 
pt.otocultiplier detector ·{1ere such, that even using the sub-
traction technique) t l': is small chance in sisna.l could not be 
meas~ed to the desired a ccuracy of 10%. 
The technic_ue which v:u.s adopted involv ed the use of 
a narro·,.; exit slit · .. :ith a \-vidth of 15 microns . This slit 
·,·:.:1s moved at a constant velocity back and fort h a cross the 
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absorption line. Details of the design of the const ~nt 
velocity driving mechanism are .siven by G. 1-~. Lawrence ( 2l). 
The use of this narroH exit s :at r esulted. in at leu.st a 
factor of two increase i:o the vari&tion of t he continuum 
sie;nal o.t the peak of a 2_ine :-:.s compared Hith the vari3.tion 
when a wide slit ~·1as used. The scanninc; speed used Has 
. 0025 in./min. (79.5 mA0 /min. in second order). Various 
checks made on the const ancy of this speed indicated that 
it \·las alvmys within less t hat 5.% of the nominal value . 
Because the t\·Jo slits of the photoiDultiplier vrere 
separated by only 6 A0 , it was possible to study absorption 
lines v:hich '.-Jere on the '.-Iinss of the pressure broadened 
mercury emission lines where the continuum intensity vras 
vo.ryins rapidly as a funct ion of wavelength. In this case 
t he photomultiplier has a definite advant at:,e over photo-
s r aphic pl~tes because o.ccurate c a libration of plates is 
very difficult if the continuum is varying rapidly. 
Equivalent widths were obtained from the out~ut 
tracings of the photomultiplier by drawing in a b~se line 
representing the c ontinuum sicnal in the absence of absorp-
tion and t hen measuring t he area under the line profile 
t hus determined . '/lith the constant velocity scanner met~od, 
equivalent widths as sm·..tll as .4 mA0 ,.,.ere measured wi th a 
standard deviat ion of about 15%. 
Fi(3ure III sho•.vs an actual tracing of t he indium I 
resonan ce line A4101.76. The hyperfine structure components, 
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which are separa ted by about 50 mA0 , are partia lly resolved. 
Figure IV sho;:s two tracinss of an c.bsorption line 
too ..,;eak to enabl e 1 ts equivalent v: idth to be measured 
accurately . T~is line i8 so so~ll that its profile is 
easily altered by the backsround noise in the detector . 
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FIGURE ill 
Hyperfine <?tructure for the 
A4101.76 Line of Indium I 
Finitiol Ffino I Spli tt ing Relative Intensity 
5 4 0 ~o- 56.5 mA 33 
5 5 ~.· 7.6 mA0 22. 
4 5 >.o+ 5 5 mA0 33 
4 4 0 ~o- 9.3 m A 12. 
--.24 A0 
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FIGURE ISl 
Photomultiplier Scanner 
Output Tracings 
• W8 = .30 mA 
J j 
-~/"'>o...~L\-~..-~~0-0..~ c/" .-. V.t..  V' ~-
t-.12 A-1 t 
scannino d iroction 
reversed 
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G. Temper e.t ure ~-:easurements 
Crucible te~peratures for all e ~ements except t hallium 
were me a sured by lookinc into t h e orifice of the crucible 
with a n optical pyrometer . Corre ctions were made for the 
absorption of radi~tion by t he \·.r indo·.·:s throu3h whi ch the 
orifice 'vas vieued . These corrections are discussed in 
detail in Bell's thesis (l7). 
The plat inum to pla tinum 10% rhodium thermocouple 
used to measure tempera tures for th;,:. l l ium ',\·as c he c ked against 
the optica l pyrometer at t emperatures bet,·:een 900 and 1150 
°C. They vrere found to .::tgre e to Hithin about 10 °C through-
out t :::is tempera ture r ange . /~s will be shown in the next 
section, the experimentally determined f-v.::tlue s depended 
only on the square root of the absolute tempera ture for 
lines arising from the ground st a te. An error of 10 °K 
will therefore not appreciably effect the c alcul::t ed f-
v alue except for l ines from levels more tha n . 2 ev . above 
the ground state. 
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H. Discussion of Errors 
All experimental results, r eported in the fol l owing 
t ables, have been :.:. sted with their standard deviations 
from the mean. The stand rd deviations r ange from a low 
of about 5% to a hie:;h of 13%. If the errors were purely 
random, the stand: rd deviations could e a ch be divided by 
the factor Vn-1, uhere n uoul d be t he tote.l mmber of 
determinations m2.de of the f-value in question, to ge t 
an estima te of the error in t he mean . Because of undeter-
mined systema tic errors, hovrever, this procedure \'I'Ould be 
of litt le value. 
The fo11oviii13 fornmla was used in calculation of f-
I 
values from experimentally determined quantities: f = QCT/G. 
I 
For 1tl6 /4'A0<.4, that is, on the linear part of t h e curve of 
grouth, t h is becomes: . 
f = constant [ vf: Q (T l • 
f, 1\ '( • 6 . g, F. j 
Estimates of the systematic errors in the above quanti-
ties will now be g iven. 
We: The electronic circuits involved in transla ting 
photomultiplier current into a tracing on the chart recorder 
were accurate to 1%. The calibration of the planimeter 
used to measure areas under line profiles \·las accurate to 
.3%. The speed with which the line was scanned \vas perhaps 
the major source of error. Attempts to measure it accu-
rately failed because of lack of a velocity transducer 
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wr~ch could measure a speed of .0025 in./min. with an 
accuracy of 1%. A reason<lble estim:Jte of the scanning 
speed error \"/ould. be 1;'(, for a given setting of the scan-
ner. This systemat:: ·.: ..... rror vrould probably have varied 
for different positions of the drive screw and spectro-
meter camera. 
G: The electronics of the automatic microbala nce 
and the strip chart recorder were accurate to at le<1st 1%. 
The vacuum calibration of the balance, using standard .1% 
1 mgm. riders, was accurate to .5%. Errors in determining 
the deposit r c..tes from the output tro..cings were all random. 
T: !}. conservative estimute of the error in temper-
ature \-lould be 20 oK. At 1000 °K this vrould be an error 
of 1% in the square root of T. 
Q: The light be£'.m v1as typically 1.6 in. above the 
crucible orifice. Errors in me asuring the geometrical 
quanti ties in Q 1.vere small. Errors in Q vrere thus less 
than 
Sin)': 't ''~'aS kept as large as possible to IDeike the 
effective doppler width of the atomi c beam as laree as 
:possible. The distances to be measured in determining 
~were less than .5 in. Lack of knowledse of the exact 
location of the effective crucible orifice effected the 
accuracy of the determination of sin~. Errors introduced 
by sin¥ were less than 1%. 
B.F.: For lines from levels more than .2 ev. above 
the ground st<lte, en error of 20 °K could produce an error 
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of about 3% in the deterr.1ination of the population of the 
excited st a te. 
The effect of the light b eam being a thin sheet in-
stead of a pencil of rays Has examined theoretically. 
','lith the light beam passing 1.6 in. above the crucible 
orifice the error from t hi s so~rce woul d not be more than 
.3% for a total lic:;ht berun \vidth of . 25 in. 
The effect of an appreci~ble amount of scattered 
light \'lould be to shift t he experimental curve of sro wth 
a nd, therefore, make it imposs ible to fit with a single 
parameter. The curve of e:rowth shovrn in figure V ind icates 
a very good fit with one para~eter . This, in turn, indi-
cates the presence of nesligable scattered lie ht. 
Tbe comparison of rne .:tsured i mpulse forces Hith t C..ose 
calcu lated from the at omic beam theory s howed agreE.r.aent 
to within about 1%. The syste~at1c errors, bec&use of 
the combined effects of a toms bouncing off the pan and 
deviations in the ve l ocity distribution of the a tomic beam 
caused by collisions at the cru cible orifice, are esti-
mated to be not more than 2% . 
If all the systema tic sources of error combined in 
the worst possible way, the above estim.::::.tes lead to a 
maximum systema tic error of 13% for ·lines arising from 
levels within .15 ev. of the ground state, and about 16% 
for lines arising from higher excited st&t e s. 
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IV. EXPERH2~ITAL RESULTS 
In the following six sections t he experimental results 
of the Hork on 25 lir of six elements will be presented. 
The particular featur , of ee>.ch element vlhich are relevant 
to the measurer.1ent of its absolute f-values \'lith the 
atomic beam apparatus are discussed. 
Tables I through VI contain the import~nt experimental 
quantities which entered into the c a l culation of absolute 
f-values. The \vavelength of the transition and the mean 
of the measured f-values are civen for e~ch line. The 
uncertainty listed is t ho standard deviation of the experi-
mental sample. The first co lumn in each table gives the 
crucible temperature in °K, and t he second column gives 
the calculated Boltzmann factor for that temperature. 
The dat a v:ere taken by keeping the crucible at a. constant 
temperature and sc3nning b a ck and forth across t he line, 
rea ding the deposit r ate each time the sc 9.nner passed over 
the line . The third column gives t he IJinimum and maximum 
Eoltzmru1n factor corrected deposit rates observed at the 
single crucible temperature . In the fourth column the min-
imum and m~~imum equivalent widths are t abula ted. The fifth 
column lists the a tomic beam doppler width calcula ted at the 
temperature given in the first column. The sixth co lumn 
gives Q in the appropriate units to allO\'f' c c.lcula tion of 
the f-value using equation 8. The seventh column indicates 
the number of scans made, and the final one contains tbe 
mean f-value obtained for that series of scans. 
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A. Chromium 1. 
The astrophysica l import ance of chromium has motivated 
a considerable amount of p::st v10rk in this laboratory on 
the absolute f-values of the six strong absorption l ines 
from the ground state. It wc.s felt th3.t further \"/Ork on 
chromium was necessary bec~use of the disagreements and 
inconsistencies in the results of previous investigations. 
Chromium presented no difficult experimental problems . 
No hyperfine structure of the e;round st a te has been observed 
(23) The ground term of chromium, a7s3, is singl e , and 
there are no other low lying terms; therefore, 100% of 
the atoms are in the sround st a te at temperat~res re a c hed 
during this experiment . 
Chromium has an unusually hiGh vapour pressure \·thi l e 
sti l l in the s olid st a te. In fact, all the runs m~de on 
chromium were made below the me l ting ten:per:::...ture . Since 
it was observed t h at elements with a tendency to sublime 
will sputter if he o.ted in the pov1der form, only lUirps of 
99 .5% pure chromium were used . Zirconia crucibles Here 
used on all chromium runs o.nd appeared to undergo no chem-
leal rea ction ~·:ith the hot chromium. Chromium vapour 
tended to condense on the cooler parts of the zirconia 
crucibles, which unfortuna tely -.,.,rere around the orifice . 
This deposition produced a tunnel lectding from the interior 
of the crucible to the orifice. For the !~ghest deposit 
r a tes, vrhere the pressure of chromium v apour inside the 
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crucible rose to above .2 Torr, this tunnel may h~ve ef-
fected the velocity distribution of the outgoing beam. 
Most of the work done on chromium r1as c:.rried out at low 
atomic bexm densities to keep the mean free path of the 
atoms in the crucible long , comp ared to the orifice dimen-
sions. 
Figure V is the curve of growth obtained for the 
chromium line A3579. The dots represent experimen t a l 
I 
values of He/~Xb plotted on a loe,-log sc c. le asainst exper-
' I imental v a lues of G/QT (G is equal toG for chromium). 
I 
G/QT is proportional to NL/\T for the atomic beam. 
The curve of growth for the a tomic beam g ives a rela-
' I tionship between We/11'/..p a nd C; but by equa tion 4, C = fG/QT. 
An import ant test of the theoretic a l curve o f t:roHth rela-
' tion, h'e/AAp = H(C), c an t hus be made by co::p3.I'ing 
1 I I 
l og( H- ( vlefl1A~ )) ·.\· ith log(G/QT) over a uide r ange of 
I I '11'9/A}.~. It is necess<:iry to att a in values of h·ef41A~ creat-
er than lJso that the curve of growth relation will be 
/ I 
nonline<lr. If log(H-1( 1:e/LlAp)) and log(G/QT) differ by 
only a const ant over t his wide r ange it c a n be concluded 
that the theory agrees \·lith the experimental results. 
The theore tical curve in fi s ure V \'ras obtained by 
I 
plotting log(W6/~~~) against log(C/f). The f-value chosen 
was the mean of the experiment a l v alues. It is clear that 
a horizontal shift of -log(r) was all that was needed to 
fit the experimental points with the theoretical curve of 
grm"th. 
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Figure VI is a sraph of impulse forces ~Gainst deposit 
r<:.tes t s lcen from the d <.:.t-:1 used to plot the curve of e::rO\·:th 
sho\m in fie;ure V. These data are of part.iculc:.r interest 
because the deposit rates vary over near:y a factor of 40 . 
The dots are ex~6rimental points . Each cluster of points 
corresponds to a fixed crucible temperature. These temper-
atures are indicated on the craph. The solid curve is a 
c:raph of the relation F • 17 .s'{T/M'·G which was calculated by 
assuming that the ato1l1ic bGa.m uas :forwed by effusive flmv 
and that all the atoms imp insins on the pan stick. It is 
interestinG t hat the ex1Jerimental po.iYJts for the very 
hishest temperature lie a:ong the theoretical curve even 
though the mean free p a.tils of the c l"..romiurn atoms in the 
cruc ible were about the size of the orifice (see part III 
section A). The a(9'eeJi1ent betHeen theory and exr;eriment 
sh01·:n in fieure VI was t .:::.ken c:.s an indic =.. tion tnat less 
than 1,% of the cl1.rooiun1 :.~.toms -~..,ere bouncine, free of the pan • 
.. 
The microbalance tra cings made during the series of 
sca ns of the line A3579 showed definite evidence of ,:as 
absorption during the first t 1:o minutes .:1fter the shutter 
was closed. This ,.,as particularly evident \>'hen the :Jicro-
balance output \vas on the most sensitive scale, displaying 
0 to 25~- full scale on the ch~~t recorder. The sas 
absorption rates observed \•Tere roughly .01 ~./sec. 
From t able I it c an be seen tnat the avera.:::: e f-value 
for ).3579 obtained at tbe lowest crucible tempera ture is 
about 5% lo•,:er t r.cm the srand averase . At this lo·..:est 
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temperature the deposit rate wa s rou0hly .03 ;U3ID·/sec ., 
which is only 3 times the sas absorption rate obsarved 
after the shutter Has closed. This implies thHt the r a te 
of sus absorption occunring d~ins the actual deposition of 
chromium •·•as not more t h.:.!.n • C02 ~r;m ./sec., because a higher . _ 
rate i'lOUld have increased the observed deposit rate and 
vTould have t hereby caused the calculated f-value to be more 
than 5% too loiv. 
Comparison of impul se forces received by the balance 
pan Hhen the shutter Ha.s o :pened i·:ith tr ...ose received i·rhen 
the shutter \vas closed indic -:::.ted that rouchly the sa.we 
amount of gas vra.s be inc; driven off the p un upon exposm, e 
to the atomic beam as \vas absorbed in the period after 
the shutter was closed. These observations supp ort the 
hypot .. esis that a thin film of sas i·:eig hing a few~. 
forms on the fresh l y deposited mete.l only after the stream 
of high temperature ~toms and radiation from the furnace 
stops, and that this g as is driven off asain once the 
atomic beam deposition is resumed. 
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Table I· Chromium I Dat a 
/ I T °K B.F. G r ane;e '.fe rans e ~~cf Q # of' f 
'",..,._. / g ~ c mA0 mA xlo-t3 sca ns QJ · · ._.:::.... '.::~ 
.A= 2~18 . 62 
1714 1.0 . 04-. 05 1.7-2.2 5-75 .039 6 . 293 
1744 1.0 . 06-.07 2 . 4- 2 . 7 5.80 .039 6 . 301 
1733 1.0 .05-. 06 2 . 4 - 2 . 6 5.78 .039 6 . 318 
1789 1.0 .14-.15 5.4-5.8 5.87 . 039 6 . 316 
1859 1.0 .30-. 34 8 . 9- 9 .5 5.98 . 039 3 . 293 
1899 1.0 .57-.61 13.-14 . 6 .04 .039 2 . 298 
1963 1.0 1.1-1. 2 16 .-17. 6 .15 .039 2 . 257 
1695 1.0 .03-. 04 1.2-1.5 5.70 .039 8 . 288 
f = • 297 :t . 026 
A= 2~22·42 
1793 1.0 .10-.11 3 .2-3 .8 5.89 .0388 6 . 247 
1738 1.0 .04-.06 1.4-1.5 5.80 .0388 4 . 228 
f = • 232 .t. 017 
>-= ;260~ · 22 
1842 1.0 . 14-.15 3 . 3- 3 .7 6 .00 .0387 8 . 188 
1745 1.0 .05-.06 l.l-1.3 5.84 .0387 8 . 164 
1882 1.0 .31-.33 6 . 6-7.1 6.06 .0387 4 .191 
f = .112 J;.011 
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Table 1· (Cont.) 
I I 
T_ °K B.F. G r anc;e i·/6 r c..nse A~~ Q # of ~Lsec mA0 mA x1o+3 sca ns 
• 
\ 
42;2 LJ. • :22 /'f = 
18 31 1.0 .26-.30 3.5-4.0 7.32 .0324 4 .0726 
1740 1.0 .09-.10 1.2-1.5 7.04 .0324 4 . 0682 
1916 1.0 .30-.30 3.1-5.1 7.48 .0324 10 .0886 
1808 1.0 .14-.15 . 21-. 25 7.13 .0330 6 .0805 
1844 1.0 .21-.26 3 . 2-3. 8 7.20 .0330 5 .0807 
1904 1.0 .41-.45 5.9-6.5 7.32 .0330 4 .0861 
1996 1.0 1.0-1.2 11 .-13. 7-50 .0330 4 .0783 
1827 1.0 .09-.14 1.6-2.4 7-15 .0319 8 .0818 
1879 1.0 .22-. 26 3 .5-11-. 4 7.25 .0319 4 .0791 
-f :: • 0805 :t • 0071 
A= 4274.80 
1811 1.0 .16-.20 2 . 0 - 2 .4 7.05 .0324 6 .0575 
1846 1.0 . 24-. 27 2 .7-3. 2 7.12 .0324 4 .0611 
1863 1.0 .19-. 22 2 .5-2 .8 7 .20 .0321 ,... 0 . 0636 
-f = . 0619 t 0 0030 
).. ... 4282-12 
1842 1.0 .19-.23 1. 6 - 2 .2 7.16 .0327 6 .0463 
1920 1.0 .35-. 62 5.1-3.4 7-31 .0327 17 .0477 
1841 1.0 .08-.14 .76-1.4 7-13 .0322 5 .0478 
1928 1.0 .45-.55 3.8-4.3 7-30 .0322 3 .0447 
f = • 0410! • 0022 
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B. Gal:ium I 
Gallium for~s u ustful ~to~ic be~ from ~ graphite 
crucible at temper~tures above 1140 °C. Examination of 
1opulse forces detected by t Do Qicrobalance upon closing 
the sr.utter inG.icc:.ted t:-;.,:t ,;.t lec:.s t 99% of the sallium 
atoJ~.s ·.-:ere stic1-::1nc to t:-.e conical pan. 
The only low lyinc ter~ in the £allium Grotri~n 
di ~._::r<.1;;. is 4s24p 2po , The J = 3/2 level is .1024 ev . 
above the J = l/2 level. At the temperatures used for this 
experiment both levels ,,.,ere about equally popul.:!.ted . 
Gallium is composed of t ·.·:o isotopes, A :: 71 ( 40%) 
.::.nd A = 69 (605"0 . Both isotopes h2.ve a nuclear srin of 
3/2 . Of the five ~ines studied , only two ~874 and A2943 .6, 
I\'G:re meEl.sured '.: ith equivalent widt.:1.s larr;e enough th~t 
/ 
':le/!J.)..t> was c;reG.ter tha n .4. The other tr..ree lines v:ere 
l~e:rt on the linear p~t of the curve of cro'.-;th for all 
sc~ns . 
For A.?874, each isotope has t 'f:o hyperfine structure 
cor:::_f:onents , and the patterns for the two isotopes are sep-
arated from e a ch ot.her by about l mA0 ( 23 ). The effective 
doppler iridth for t he a tomic bG<l!Il was about 4. 2 mAO. Thus, 
the isotopic components were blended in a complicated way . 
The nuclear ~asnetic dipo le interaction produced t\·.r o com-
ponents for e a ch isotope which were not blended because 
of doppler broadeninc. The intensity r atio of' the com-
ponent.s for a single isotope was 5 : 3. For all scans 
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I 
of A2874 , '\'iefll},.b \vas kept oelo\·r .8, and C \-las s_plit 5:3 
to sive the curve of cro'.:th for the composite line . For 
these moderately vre ak linesJ ee:.ch of the tvro hyperfine 
comr;,onents vrerc ;:e .:, rly on the linear part of the curve of 
gro~th , and it was felt th~t little error would result 
from neglecting the isoto~i c splitting . 
For A-29~3 .6, each isotope has 4 hyperfine st.ruct~e 
components, and the patterns of the two isotopes are sepa-
r&ted by about .3 mA0 • Since the sincle isotope S.Plitting 
was less than the a t omi c be.:un doppler width , the various 
components v:ere blended toc:;et her . As a first approximation 
to an exact treat~ent of the ~plittinE, C was divided into 
t\vo equal parts in. corr:putlng the curve of sro·.-.·th for the 
blended line . 
Because of the blend:nc of t~e comfonents of A2943 .6, 
it ~ould have been best to h ave scanned only weak lines 
on the linear p :.rt o1' tl-:e curve of grm:th . This '.vas not 
done bec '-: use the proximity in \·T ~1 velength of A29'+3. 6 and 
">2944 .18 made it possible to scan the tvro lines consec-
utivel y at a sinsle crucible temperature . As the f-value 
of J.2944 .18 is smaller than the f-value for A2943 . 6 by a 
factor of nine , the equivalent width for .A2943 .6 had to be 
larger than 3.5 mA0 so tha t the equivalent width for A2944 .18 
would be large enough to measure with rea sonable accurucy. 
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Table II. Gall ium I Data 
T °K 
I I B.F. G r ane;e 1'16 r .:mse 4):~ Q # of f ~Lsec mA0 mA0 x1o+4 sca.ns I 
~= 28(4 . 24 
1503 .524 .07-.08 2.6-3.2 4.29 . 283 6 . 237 
1490 .527 .05-.06 1.9-2.3 4.27 . 283 6 .221 
1440 .533 .02-.03 .91-1.1 4.20 .283 6 . 238 
1547 .519 .09-.12 2.9-3.7 4.35 .268 6 . 203 
1484 .528 .05-.05 1.7-1.9 4.26 . 268 3 .214 
1406 .538 .02-.02 .54-.58 4.15 .268 7 .217 
1498 .526 .06-.07 2 . 1- 2 .4 4.30 .283 4 .248 
-f = . 225 ± .019 
~= 2244 .lJ:;! 
1605 .490 .24-.30 . 85-1.3 4.55 .276 5 .0~29 
1545 .482 .11-.17 . 37-.49 4.46 .268 5 .0206 
f = • 0218 !. • 0026 
).: 224 ;2.6 
1605 .490 .21-.25 6.4-7.5 4.55 .276 4 .183 
1.545 .482 .11-.17 3.2-4.5 4.46 .268 5 .188 
-
.186 -t .012 f = 
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Table II. {Cont.) 
' 
I 
T °K B.F. G ran~:.:e 1tl range A~p Q #of ~&gm/s;;c ernAo mA0 x1o+4 scans , 
~= 40,22 .,28 
1363 .544 .06-.08 1.0-1.3 5.63 .337 9 .0757 
1383 .541 .07-.10 1.1-1.6 5.67 
-337 12 .0739 
1407 .538 .13-.15 1.8-2.1 5.72 .337 9 .0659 
1385 .541 .09-.09 1.2-1.6 5.68 .337 10 .0735 
1398 
-539 .11-.14 1.4-1.9 5-70 .337 6 .0648 
-f IC • 01:12 ;t • 001:2 
>.: 41:Z2.06 
1408 .462 .10-.11 1.7-2.1 5-93 .326 8 .0762 
1358 .454 .04-.05 .74-1.1 5.82 .326 8 .0801 
1389 .459 .08-.09 1.3-1.5 5.89 .326 9 .0736 
- • o:z64 t . 0111: f :: 
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C. Indium I . 
Indium forms an atomic beam at temperatures above 
960 °C1 which is dense enoue h to allow observation of the 
strong lines from the c round term. Indium was vapourized 
from a graphite crucible. 
The microbalance tracings made during the deposition 
of indium were quite linear and shov1ed no signs of ge ttering 
or serious gas absorption on the conical pan. Comparisons 
of experimental impulse forces u ith those calculated from 
the observed deposit rates indicated that less than 1% of 
the indium atoms were bouncing free of the pan. Several 
deposit tracings were t aken with a flat pan. Examination 
of the impulse forces showed that they were about 10% 
l&reer than calculated, which indicated that some of the 
atoms v1ere bouncing off the flat pan. This observation 
supported the theory that the conical pans had a high col-
lection efficiency because the atoms had to bounce off 
the pan surface several times before actually escaping. 
The ground term of indium is 5s25p 2P0 • The J = 3/2 
level lies .274 ev. above the ground level J • 1/2. There 
are no other low lying terms. At the temperatures attained 
in the crucible, approximately 15% of the indium a toms 
were in the J • 3/2 state. The population of the J : 3j2 
state was a rather strong function. of temperature, changing 
by 8% 1n 50 °C. 
Indium has a nuclear spin of 9/2 and therefore consider-
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able hyp:erfine splitting is observed for the lines whose 
f-values were measured. Because of the lar5e nuclear 
spin the theoretica l intens ity r atios \·rere calcul a ted from 
the general formul a e given by Kuhn (26). Of the five lines 
studied only two, A410l and A3039, were observed with 
lar5e enough equiva lent widths to be on the non-linear 
part of the curve of grov1th. For both lines, the component 
separations were greater than the a.tomic beam doppler 
widths ( 23). Figure III shows an actual tracing of the 
A410l line. ForA4101 the rela tive strengths of the Ci 
were .33 : .22 : .33 : .12. For the line A3039, they 
\iere • 55 : .45. 
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Table III~ Indium I Qill 
I I T.. OK B.F. Grange hre r ange .6~8 Q. # of 
egm/sec mA0 mA x1o+4 scans :f 
• 
~= 2022·4 
1311 . 850 .07-.08 2 .7-3. 2 3 .12 . 268 6 .306 
1261 .861 .03-.03 1. 3-1.5 3.06 . 268 6 .287 
1301 .852 .07-.07 2.2-2.7 3.12 .268 3 .256 
1337 .843 .12-.13 3.9-4.4 3.15 . 268 5 . 261 
1276 .857 .04-.05 1.6-1.8 3.08 . 268 4 . 256 
1349 .841 .11-.14 5.1-5.5 3.15 . 268 5 .312 
1384 .833 .23-.24 6 . 8-7 . 8 3.20 . 268 2 . 284 
1346 .842 .09-.12 3.3-4.6 3 . 31 . 289 10 . 267 
1416 .825 • 31-.36 8.6-10. 3 .40 .289 1 . 268 
1455 .816 -57-.60 12.-13 • 3.44 . 289 4 . 267 
1294 .853 • 04-.05 1.6- 2.1 3.25 .289 5 .274 
1255 .863 .02-.03 -95-1.2 3.20 .289 5 .282 
-
. 277 ± .023 f = 
A= 22~6 .0!;2 
1328 .156 .04-.04 .97-1.1 3.54 .418 3 . 233 
1346 .164 .06-.06 1.5-1.7 3.56 .418 5 . 236 
1249 .137 .02-.02 1.1-1.5 3-37 .182 4 . 237 
1220 .130 .01-.01 .74-.81 3-33 .182 4 .232 
-r = .235 :t.021 
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Table III. (Cont.) 
I I 
T °K B.F. G range \"l6 range AA~ Jo+4 II or ew/sec mA0 mA scans r ; 
~= ~258-56 
1413 .180 .19-.23 .44-. 65 3.65 .418 12 .0266 
1341 .157 .12-.17 .73-1.0 3.49 .182 8 .0253 
1321 .153 .10-.10 .53-. 66 3.47 .182 2 .0224 
-
• 0258 t . 0032 f = 
A= 41ol.:z6 
1297 .849 .13-.16 2.2-3.5 4.40 .333 2 .110 
1279 .853 .09-.12 1.9-2.4 4.37 .333 6 .124 
1351 .835 .40-.51 5.6-8.6 4.49 .333 8 .115 
1333 .842 .18-.22 4.0-4.5 4.46 .333 6 .125 
-
r = .120 .1 • 011 
A= 4~11.~1 
1366 .169 .09-.09 1.9-2.1 5.01 .302 6 .108 
1336 .161 .05-.07 1.3-1.7 4.95 .302 6 .114 
-f = .111:t .oo~ 
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D. Tin I 
Tir. f'or;.:a ::1:1 o..tocic be.:u •• of' suf'ficier.t den sity so that 
its absorpt::..on lir.an ri'.~-Y be observed .::.t tc;::peratures above 
11,50 °C . ·~in c~1 be v.::.pourizccl in 0ra:;;Li te crucibles . 
The r.J.:..cro::.~.l.:::.::1ce tracinc::; rr:~ de clur.:..ns the dcrosi tion of 
t~n ·.;ere very linear and steady , and they indicated. no 
c;et~e::.~in.::; or absorption of z·~.s . Comparison of theoretical 
and experiwent:::..l impulse forces sho·.;ed that less t'i1.an 1.% 
of the tin atoms \vere bouncinc; free of the pc.n . 
Tin has ten isotopes , three of vr::ich have non- zero 
nuclear spin c.nd thus O.}:preci:::..ble hyperfine splittine; of 
low lyinz terms . 'ihese three isotopes cc~prise only l G% 
of naturally occurring tin. For five of the six tin lines 
studied , t'i1e equivalent ':Jidths \vere kept sm.::.ll enouc;h thc.t 
t he lir;GS i·.'ere on t'be line2r pc..rt of the curve of t,:roHth . 
For t.:-1e stron,:est line , A2863 . 32 , for ·.-;hich some l:::..r3e 
equ:l. Vc-lent wiC..t r .. s Here observed , C H.:;.s split in the r a t lo 
• 31.. : • O:> : . 11 . 
All of the lines in the multiplet 5p2 3 p - 5p2 3 po 
'..:ere meas1;.red . This was possible because the enerSY 
2 3 
spl1 tting of the lmter term , 5p P , was small enough that 
even t he J = 2 level v!as populc.teC. vTi t h about 15.% o f the 
ato~s a t the tempera tures attained in the crucible . The 
J = 1 level was . 21 ev. and the J • 2 level . 425 e v. 
above the ground state. 
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Table IV. 1:1.D I~ 
I I 
T °K B.F. G range lve r§.Ilee A ).o Q # o:f f' 
Agmlaec mA0 mA0 x1o+4 scans 7 • 
A= 28b:2.J2 
1751 .488 .11-.12 1.6-1.9 3.49 .490 5 .237 
1780 .481 .16-.17 2.1-2.4 3.52 .490 6 .220 
1814 .474 .19-.22 2.0-2.5 3.56 .490 6 .173 
1866 .456 .29-.29 3.1-3.5 3.60 .490 6 .188 
1972 .437 .68-.85 o.2-6.7 · 3.70 .490 6 .174 
1724 .495 .05-.06 .50-.90 3.47 .490 8 .187 
1818 .471 .27-.35 3.0-3.9 3.55 .490 10 .185 
1846 .466 .33-.35 3.6-3.8 3.59 .482 3 .183 
1786 .486 .19-.20 2.2-2.6 3.53 .482 7 .194 
f"" .122 !. • 021 
>.: :2034.12 
1839 .374 .29-.32 1.4-1.6 3.79 .455 6 .0685 
-
• 0685 ± . Oo40 f = 
.A= 2:Z06.;21 
1914 .379 2.6-3.3 .50-.64 3.45 .509 6 .084 
- 4"+ f = .08 - .002 
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Tabla IV. (Cont.) 
• 
I I T_ °K B_.F. G ra.nga i/6 r~a ll).l xl~i-4 # or f PCJD./sec mA0 mA: scans , 
X= 2002.14 
1899 .378 .80-.84 1. 6-1.8 3.82 .459 4 .0279 
1836 .374 • 38-.45 .81-1.2 3.75 .459 5 .0320 
1691 .360 • 33-.38 2.0-2.2 3.54 .193 4 .0353 
1658 .356 .19-.21 1.1-1.5 3.50 .193 4 .0355 
f= .0326 z .0041 
~= :111~-0~ 
1869 .163 .18-.20 .97-.98 4.00 .435 2 .0622 
1949 .177 .16-.35 .80-1.7 4.08 .435 4 .0630 
1712 .140 .14-.15 1.7-1.8 3.76 .183 4 .0624 
1656 .131 .06-.07 .72-.88 3.69 .183 4 .0610 
-
• 0621 :t. 0032 f' c 
~= 28~2·22 
1823 .156 .11-.11 .88-.91 3.52 .486 3 .121 
1881 .166 .12-.27 1.4-1.9 3.58 .486 9 .118 
-f = .112 ± .oo:z: 
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E . Thallium l 
Thallium rorms an .:l.tomic beam at te:nperatures belm·T 
those measurable by t l-!G o pt-ical pyrometer. A platinum-
platinum 10;~ rhoc.ium therrr:ocouple Has used to make all 
temper~tura r:::e:1sureu:ents . The t-hermocouple junction was 
cemented into one end of r.he _:r aphite crucible vli th alundum 
ccillcnt-, ~~ich served to prot ect the junction from the 
mol te~ thallium . The cold junction \'las at room t-emperature , 
and the volt,c...ce dif.fere.nce was read on a \volff potentiometer. 
At crucible temperatures 
o:"' t::e tr.ulliun atoms 11e1"'e in 
b.:c::;.use T.IlC next lowest st:1te , 
~bove t~e ~round st~te. 
of 1000 °KJessentially all 
, 2p 
'the op 1; 2 ground state 
2 P3/2 ' lies nearly 1 ev. 
T ·~:o lines v1ere studied, A3775 . 72 and A27o7 . 87 , both 
of ·11.:ich b:.we hyperfine structure components sep:.u--..:.ted by 
~ore t~an the doppler width of a single component. The 
line \3~ 75 . /2 h.::ts six co:npo~1e nts , three from the isoto}:e 
2C3 (30%) and three froo the isotope 205 (70%) ( 23 ) . For 
a sine:;le isotope , the three componentn have the r elative 
inte::Jsities 2 : 1 : 1. These combined \vith the isotopic 
abund2..nces e;ives the followins splitting :for C . 35 : .175 
. 175 : . 15 : . 075 : . 075 . The lir.e A2767 . 87 has :four 
hyrer!'ine structure components, t\vo from e :::.ch isotope. 
For a sinsle isotope the tHo co~ponenta have the intensity 
ratio 3 : 1; thus C was split . 525 : .175 : . 225 : . 075 . 
The r.otal C for the observed absorption line made up o:f 
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unresolved components was then obtained by the method 
described in part II. 
The large standard deviation of the experimental 
values for the f-value of the line ~2767.87 was mainly a 
result of the very small doppler \'ridth of 1.85 mA0 • ivith 
this small doppler width, all the lines scanned \iere on 
the non-linear part of the curve of growth, where scatter 
in We values produces greater scatter in the calculated 
1"-values. 
The microbalance tracings made during the deposition 
of thallium were quite linear, indicating that the deposit 
rates '"ere reasonably constant. No evidence of gas absorP-
tion was seen. 
A graph, like that shown in figure VI, for thallium 
sho\ied that a third of the impul se forces were about 5% 
too large. The rest fell nicely along the theoretica l curve. 
It wa s decided that, averaged over all the data, at least 
98% of the thallium atoms were sticking to the pan. This 
effect may have introduced, at most, a 2% error in the 
calculated f-values. 
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Table V. Thallium I Data 
I I 
T °K B.F. G range v/6 r~e AA'- Q #of 
Mglll/sec mA0 mA0 x1o+4 scans 
• 
A= 211;1 .12 
9{( 1.0 .31-.35 4.8-5.5 2.59 .362 6 .125 
957 1.0 .11-.13 1.9-2.2 2.56 .362 6 .128 
977 1.0 .27-.33 4.0-5.3 2.59 .362 10 .127 
-f = .12:Z! .008 
'>.: 2:Z6:Z. 81 
956 1.0 .17-.19 2.8-3.4 1.87 .495 9 .292 
904 1.0 .48-.66 .99-1.4 1.83 .495 8 .315 
917 1.0 .5s-.n 1.3-1.5 1.84 .495 6 .307 
-
.;204 i .o~ ~ = 
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F. Palladium I 
Palladium formed an atomic beam from a graphite crucible 
at temperatures above 1740 °c. The high temperatures of 
the furnace caused a considerable amount of outgassing 
of the inside of the vacuum chamber. Because of this out-
-6 gassing the pressure in the chamber was about 7xl0 Torr 
while most of the palladium d ata was taken. 
The evolution of gas from the region of the hot fur-
nace, possibly from the graphite furnace tube itself, 
generated a wind coming up from the furnace toward the 
microbalance pan. This uind increased the measured impulse 
force upon both opening and closing the atomic beam shutter. 
At the lowest temperature used, the rate of gas evolution 
decrea sed and impulse force measurements were obtained 
vrhich agreed to within 2% ''~'ith those calculated from the 
measured deposit rates. 
The microbalance pan was observed to absorb several 
micrograms of gas while the shutter was closed. As in the 
case of chromium, this gas was driven off wit h in ten sec-
onds after the atomic beam shutter was opened. 
Although the impulse force check at the lowest temp-
erature indicated that less t han 2% of the a toms were fail-
ing to stick to the balance pan, it ''~'aS felt that the 
difficulties with wind and gas absorption made the pos-
sible error in the measur~d deposit rates for palladium 
as high as 5%. 
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As the lowest term in the palladium Grotrian di a -
gram is 4d10 1s0 , and there are no other low lying terms, 
all atoms were in the ground state at atomic beam temper-
atures. 
No hyperfine splitting of the ground st a te of pal-
ladium has been observed ( 2 3) The line A2763 was the 
only one studied because the other strong lines from the 
ground state have waveleng ths shorter than 2500 A0 • 
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Table VI. Palladium I Data 
I I 
T °K B.F. G range We rg.nge 4~, Q. #of 
WJA/sec mA mA0 x10+4 scans 
I 
~= 216~.08 
2105 1.0 .42-.40 .68-.90 3.42 .503 3 .0386 
2071 1.0 .25-.72 1.3-.53 3.51 .503 10 .0366 
2163 1.0 .56-.88 1.1-1.8 3.67 .503 17 .0359 
- .0~61 1 .0~2 r = 
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V. DISCUSSION 
A. Absolute !-Values 
Table VII summarizes the 25 absolute f-values measured 
in this experiment along with some of the more reliable 
work by other investigators. The first column lists the 
six elements studied. The second column contains the wave-
lengths of the 25 lines and the third column gives the 
multiplet. The fourth column, under the heading f{AB), 
lists the results of this experiment obtained using an 
atomic beam apparatus. These f-values may be expected 
to deviate from the true values by a factor ranging from 
1.1 to 1.15 depending on the number of scans made and the 
degree of error introduced by the Boltzmann factor. 
The fifth column, headed !\NBS), gives the results 
obtained by Corliss and Bozman {3) derived from arc emis-
sion specta. They quote an expected error of about 85% 
for their absolute f-values. Some of the difficulties 
in measuring absolute f-values from arc emission spectra 
have been discussed in part I. 
The sixth column, headed f(hook), lists absolute 
f-values obtained by measuring the anomalous dispersion of 
the atomic vapour near the absorption line {ll,12,l3). 
The change in index ot refraction in the vicinity of ab-
sorption lines is measured by splitting a beam of light into 
two parts and letting one pass through the vapour and the 
other pass through a glass oompensati~ ulate so an1n~t~n 
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that the phase coherence of the t\\"0 beams is maint a ined. 
The relative phase of the two beams varies as a function 
of wavelength near each absorption line because the index 
of refraction of the vapour is varying. If the two beams 
are recombined and sent throush a spectrograph, the output 
of the spectrograph will show alternate dark and bright 
fringes because of the varying phase difference of the two 
beams. On either side of an absorption line these fringes 
have a characteristic hooked appearance. A detailed 
analysis shows that the square of the separation of the 
hooks is proportional to NfL for thut line. The v apour 
column is maintained at t h erma l equilibrium in a long 
closed quartz tube. The density of v apour in the column 
is obtained from vapour pressure d a ta, and thus an absolute 
f-value can be calcula ted. Since the essential quantity 
involved in determining NfL is the distance betvreen hooks 
on a photographic plate, which can be measured with an 
accuracy of better than 5%, the major source of error in 
obtaining f is the vapour pressure data. 
The lifetime method, employed to mea sure the absolute 
f-va lues for gallium and t hal lium (5), involved the use of 
a light beam \o~hich was modul a ted at a megacycle frequency. 
The atomic vapour being studied vrould absorb li5ht from 
the sinusoidally modula ted incoming beam at the frequenci es 
of its absorption lines. This light wa s then re-emitted. 
For a specific transition, the re-emitted light had a s~ft 
in phase relative to that of the incoming beam, which was a 
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simple function of the lifetime of the excited state. By 
electronically detecting the shift in phase between t~e in-
co~ins andre-emitted light, this lifetime can be measured. 
Demtroder (5) states t h~t these lifetime measurements were 
m::G.e with an error of iess tn::m 5% . The advantage of t h is 
method l~es in its indepGndcnce of the actual dens ity of 
absorbinG ~tOQS . bec~use t he ~ifetime of the excited state 
is ~easured , ~d not the transition probability for a £iven 
line, an absolute f-value can be computed directly only 1f 
there is a slnt:le downv:.::l.rd transi t.ion out o f the excited 
st-te . If there are n:ore tnc..n one ~llo\ved transitions t hen 
their relative f-va l ues must. oe known before t he lifetime 
can be usee to sive absolute f-values. 
'l'he f-values ootained for sall1um and t hall ium by 
De~troaer are -isted in the seventh column . The lifetime 
meo.surement in L.,oth c ases vras madb on an excited state 
? 
-.sl/C: . Fvr both elements there are ~llo.,.,red transitions from 
tl::is st:.:.te to tHo lower 2.evels , 2P1; 2 and 
2P3; 2 • 
For gallium Demtroder calcul ~ted the relative tran-
s::.t:o.J probabilities into these two states by using the 
relat:ve i n tensities predicted by L-S coupling . These 
predictions do not acree with t he relative f-v a lues obt ained 
by the hook metr.od or by the atomic beam ~ethod . Column 
eit;nt 2:1 ves corrected. f -values for t he t\',ro £all ium lines , 
..Mo33 and A4172 , c a lcula ted usint; Demtroder 's v alue for the 
lifetime o f the upper state and the relative f-values of the 
tHo lines obtained by Os trovskii and Fen1.;.1n ( 13). 
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In t~a casa of thul l ium, rel~tive trans ition prob-
2-.bilities obtained from t he work of Von,d::.er in 1930 ( 2 7) 
were used by ~emtroder to c alculate absolute f-values from 
t ha weasured li:fE. tiine . The rel=.tive f-values \.hich were 
t hus obt ained for t r .. e t ;.'o t L.:::..ll iun:: l i nes , ~3776 and ~.5350, 
do n ot ~crec very clo3e:y with t h o se obtai ned by Kvater ( 28) 
usinG the hook method . A c orrected f-value ~or the A3776 
line ~as c a lculated from Kvater ' s r elative f-valu es and the 
lifet~me of t he upper state . This f-value appeQrs in the 
eit:;hth colur:m . 
The f-v a lues for cr~omium listed in the seventh column 
\:ere obt u i !'led by Est-abrook (lO) .NfL was obtained by 
rr.casuring t r:e equivalent v1idth of absorption lines. The 
absorbinc vapour was confined a t thern::a l equilibrium in a 
seale~ qu~rtz cell and its t emper a ture accurately measured . 
The v a:;;:.our r res sure data of S;Jeiser, Johnston , and Bl a ck-
b urn ( 29 ) was us ed to obt a in absolute f-v alues. 
It is of interest to note that the absolute f-values 
r e;:orted by Ostrovskii (1 2 ) (sixth column) are larger by 
about a f e.ctor of t ·,; o t han those re port ed by Estabrook 
for t ~e chromium a7s - z7po multir.let . Since t hey both 
used t:;e vt:!.rour pres aure data of Speiser e t al. the rea.s on 
for the discrepancy must :ie elsewhere . In fact, a log 
p l o t of their reported v alues of .v;fT at;ainst 1/T clearly 
shows t he f a ctor of two difference. Speiser et al. rep ort 
a slo~e of about 20 ,000 for t heir v apour pressure curve 
lo P a . ainst 1/T). The slope measured from the RraDh 
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of log (NfT) ac:ainst 1/T for the data of Estabrook is about 
l4,00~and for the data of Ostrovski1 it is about 8 , 000 . 
Si:::c e the rest:lt s of .:1.stn.brook aeree with the atomic beam 
v alue s , t'Lis ri.::..y indic~~te that t llere is some error in the 
1rf datu obtai ned ':: i th the hook met nod . 
TLe f-values listed in t he eighth column are reported 
( 30 ,31,32 ) by .~::..len Eis met!',od 'rfas sir;;i j o.r to t hat of 
Corliss and :aozmo..n i n that he used an en;i s s ion arc s ource . 
Fublished rel t..!.ti ve c;f -values ·, ;ere used to obt :....in the arc 
t er::J:r;era.ture . Allen £1 ves a f ·tctor of two as his probable 
error . The f-values listed here ~e from Allen ' s 
latest paper (1960) and h~ ve been changed so~ewhat from 
t te values z iven in the 1957 paper . 
The 1-tor;:ic bewn abs olut e f-v:-~lues reported here for 
t r.e six chromium l i nes ·{:ere used to c <:..librate the relative 
f-v~lue scale in the work of Hill ( 33 ) . The f actor 6xlo- 4 
\·fill red-uce Hill ' s rela tive values to an absolute s cale . 
In their article on the abundances of eleiL e nts in the 
solar a tmos phere , Goldberg et al . (}4) use absolute f-v~lues 
in all of their abundance calcul ations . For the chrortium 
abundance they derive the follo vl ing formula for the abundance 
of chromium rela tive to tha t of hydrot;en : log(Ner/ NH ) + 12 
= 1 . 6 - los ( Fr) where Fr is the factor \·Th1ch i s needed 
to red~ce Eill ' s rel ative f-v alues t o an absolut e scale . 
Us i~5 the reduction f a ctor given above , t he fo l l owing result 
is obtained: log(Ncr/NH) + 12 = 4 . 82 . 
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Goldberg et al. use the f-value of .22 for the indium 
~511 line to obtain the abundance of indium in the solar 
atmosphere. If the atomic beam value of .11 is used instead, 
the abundance becomes: log (NIJNH) + 12 == 1.45. 
In the case of g allium, Goldberg et al. list the line 
A4172 as the only one that can be used in abundance deter-
mination. They use an f-v a lue of .19 obtained from the 
work of Allen (30) to derive a value for log(NGa/NH) + 12 
of 2.36. If the atomic beam value of .076 is used, the 
calculated rela tive abundance of gallium becomes log(NGa/Na) 
+ 12 • 2.76. 
For ti~ the seventh column lists three f-values 
obtained by N •. Moise by using an absorption cell technique 
(35). Vapour pressure data was used to calculate f after 
NfL was determined from the equivalent widths of lines 
~ormed in absorption. 
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Teble vr::r; . .<1.bsolute f - Vo..lues 
E1 . l-:ul ti}:1et f( IG ) f( ~:BS) f ( h ook ) Ot her Expt. 
( 3) Result s 
Cr 4254 a7S3-z7pZ . 081 . 07? . 15 (/~J (/D) . 084 (3~) . 050 
4275 3- 3 . 062 . 059 . 11 . 067 
4290 7 2 . C47 . 037 . 082 . 047 ..)-
7... 7~0 (3~) 3579 a i:J3- y r4 . :::;o . 23 . 49 . 084 
3593 3- 3 • 24 . 20 • 39 
3605 3- 2 . 18 . 14 . 28 
Ga 2874 2 2 4 p Plj2- 4d n3/ 2 . 23 .37 • 32 {l J) 
294Lj. 3/2- 3/2 . 022 . 06 . 038 
2943 3/2- 5/2 . 19 . 38 . 29 
4 2 2s c.r) 4033 P Pl/2- 58 1/2 . C72 . 120 . 129 . 088 . C84 
4172 3/2- 1/2 . 076 . 133 .135 . 085 . 088 
In 3039 2 2 5p P1/2- 5d D3/2 . 28 . so . 5o(ll) 
)256 3/2- 5/3 • 24 . so . 51 
3259 3/2- 3/2 . 026 . 12 . 079 
41C2 2 2 5p Pl/2- 6s s1/2 . 120 • 24 . 20 
4511 3/2- 1/ 2 . 111 . 1 7 . 22 
2 2 <'s) ()) Tl 3776 6p P1/2-7 s s l / 2 . 127 . 11 .125 .128 . 122 
2768 2 2 . 30 . 24 . 272 6p p1/2 - 6d D3/2 
Pd 2763 4d1 0 1so-4 d95p3P~ . 036 . 071 
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Table VII. (Cont.) 
El. Multiplet f(AB) f(NBS) f(hook) Other Expt. 
(l) Results 
Sn 2863 2 3 3po .192 .65 
(1S") 
5p P0-6s 1 .332 
3009 1- 1 .033 .18 .042 
3034 1- 0 .069 .20 
2706 1- 2 .084 .37 
3175 2- 1 .063 .098 06 (35'") • 5 
2840 2- 2 .119 .so 
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B. Relative f-Values 
Table VIII gives relative f-values within multiplets. 
The first, second, and third columns list the element, 
wavelength, and multiplet of the transition. The fourth 
column gives the theoretical rel a tive f-vulues for lines 
within a multiplet. To obtain theseJthe rel a tive line 
strengths given by White and Eliason <24 ) were divided by 
g~ ( g is 2Jtl for the lo,,.,er state) and then normalized to 
a scale on which the strongest line in the multiplet had a 
relative f-value of unity. These relative f-values should 
be quite accurate for multiplets for i'lhich L-S coupling 
holds, and the spread of wavelengths is not more than 150 
Ao. 
The fifth column lists the relative f-va luea from triis 
experiment. Since most sources of systematic error would 
be constant within a mul tiplet, the relative f-values 
should be accurate to about 6%. 
rtelative values from the work of Corliss and Bozman 
are given in the sixth column. The authors quote an 
expected error of 30%. 
Results obtained using the hook meth od are given in 
the seventh column. For the reasons g iven in the previous 
section, expected errors are leas than 5% for relative f-
valuea obtained \d th the hook method. 
The last column gives the values obtained by Hill { 33 ) 
for chromium. A King furnace was used to produce a stable 
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vapour column of sufficient density to allow observation 
of many of the absorption lines of chromium. As the two 
multiplets listed here are both spread less than 40 A0 , 
an entire multiplet could be photographed on a single 
plate. Thus, Hill's errors within a multiplet should be 
less than 10%. 
If the relative strensths of the two chromium mult-
iplets are computed from the data in table VII, the fol-
lowing ratios are fow1d. 
a7s-z7po Atomic Beam 
a7s-y7po .263 
Hook 
.292 
~s 
.303 
This disagreement of the atomic beam results with those 
reported by the other workers was recognized, and scans 
of the six chromium lines were repeated. The relative 
strengths of the two multiplets found from the repeated 
work differed by less than 4% from the original values. 
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To..ble VIII . Rel:3t1ve f.-Values within l·:ultin1ets 
El . ~ lt.ultiplet :f(AB) :r(::BS) !'(hook) f(Abs) 
3 ( J3) 
Cr 4254 a7s3-z7P~ 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0(1~) 1.0 
L.2(5 3- 3 .78 • 77 .76 -73 .78 
4290 3- 2 .56 .58 .48 -55 .57 
Cr 35rr9 7 7 0 a S3-Y F4 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
359 3 "'2 3 .78 .81 .87 . 80 • 78 ..,J-
3605 3- 2 .56 .60 .61 .57 .60 
In 4101 2 2 5p F1; 2-5s s1; 2 1.0 1.0 .71 
1.0 (/3) 
4511 3/2- 1/2 .91 .92 1.0 1.08 
In 3039 2 2 5p p1/2-5d D3/2 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
3256 3/2- 5/2 .84 . 85 1.0 1.01 
3Z59 3/2- 3/2 .093 .09 .16 
Ga 4033 2 2 4p P1/2-4s s1/2 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 (13) 
4172 3/2- 1/2 -97 1.06 .90 1.05 
Ga 2874 2 2 4p P1 j2-4d D3j2 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
2943 3/2- 5/2 .88 .83 1.03 .91 
2944 3/2- 3/2 .098 .097 .16 .12 
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Table VIII. (Cont.) 
El. Multiplet f~Th) f(AB) f(NBS) f(hook) f(Abs) ~'I) (.1) 
Sn 2863 5p2 3:Po-6s 3:Po 1 1.0 1.0 1.0 
2840 2- 2 • 76 .62 .77 
3009 1- 1 .24 .18 .28 
3175 2- 1 .38 .33 .16 
3034 1- 0 .31 .36 .31 
2706 1- 2 .26 .44 .57 
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Q. Limitations of the Apparatus 
~ Suggested Improvements 
The atomic beam method of measuring absolute f-values 
appears to be a reliable one. The method c a n, in principle, 
be applied to any element which forms a monatomic gas. 
The experimental techniques discussed in this thesis 
h ave the following limitations: 
1) The high pressure mercury light source does not 
provide a usable continuum bel0\'1 2650 Ao. 
2) The EMl, type 9526b, photomultiplier that wa s used 
for this \vork is not sensitive to wavelengths longer than 
5500 A0 • 
3) The present vacuum system attains a pressure of 
about lo-6 Torr while the furn a ce is hot. Elements which 
are known to getter, such as titanium and barium, would 
not deposit as pure met a ls at these pressures. 
4) The photomultiplier scanner is not accurate for 
lines with equivalent widths less than .4 mA0 • 
5) Deposit rates less than .03~./sec. are impossible 
to measure accurately because of the basic noise level in 
the microbalance. 
6) Zirconia crucibles can not be used at temperatures 
above 2150 °C. 
7) The assumption that the atomic beam effuses from 
the hole in the crucible with a mean free path larger than 
the size of the orifice means that the vapour pressure of 
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the metal atoms within the crucible should be kept below 
.1 Torr. 
8) Absorption lines v.'hich arise from electronic levels 
popula ted with leas th:m 5% of the atoms <1re e;ener.::1lly too 
\'leak to produce equivalent widths greater than .4 mA0 • 
9) The thin walled graphite furn a ce tubes used for 
this experiment develop hot spots and burn out at temper-
atures above 2500 oc. 
Some of these experimental limitations could be easily 
overcome; others would require major revisions of the 
equipment. Possibilities for improvement of the apparatus 
"trill be presented in the same respective order as the 
above stated limitations: 
1) Light sources vii th sizable outputs below 2650 A0 
are probably available commercially. A high pressure 
hydrog en arc would be the first type of source to try. 
2) Photomultipliers sensitive to wavelengths lon£er 
than 5500 A0 are available commercially. 
3) Modern vacuum techniques allow the attainment of 
pressures \vell below lo-9 Torr. It would, however, be a 
large task to redesign the atomic beam furn .::1ce for use at 
such pressures because of the need to get cooling water, 
light, and electricity into the system and also to h~ve 
it readily demountable. 
4) The possibilities for improving the sensitivity 
of the present photomultiplier scanner h a ve been explored 
rather thoro~hly with no success . Perhaps the method now 
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bein6 developed by Bell ( 37), in \vhich the a tomic beam is 
chopped in the vacuum chamber and a phase locked detector 
looks at the AC component in the transmitted light, is 
capable of e re ater sensitivity. 
Bauch and Lomb has available a grating for the 21 ft. 
10 in. spectrograph, which has 1200 rulings per mm. and about 
16 em. of r ulings. This grating \vould allow an increa se 
in resolution of about a f~ctor of three above the present 
sra.ting. Used in connection '::i th the existing scanner, 
this e;rating should allovr lines as small as .15 mA0 in 
equivalent width, to be measured with roughly 10% accuracy. 
The stationary wide slit method discussed on page 35 
might prove to be more accurate than the existing scanner 
method if used in connection with the increased resolution 
available with the Bauch ~d Lomb grating. Errors due to 
n on-constancy of the scanning speed could thus be eliminated. 
5) A factor of at le~st two in effective microbalance 
sensitivity can be gained mer ely be increasing the size of 
the hole which allows the atomic beam to deposit on the 
bal3nce pan. Pans large enough to cover a hole .8 in. in 
diameter should not overload the microbalance. 
6) Magnesia, beryllia, and tantalum carbide crucibles 
can be heated to higher temperatures than stabilized zir-
conia and have about the same degree of chemical inactivity. 
These crucibles could be heated in tantalum furnace tubes, 
which should be able to reach 2500 °C without burning out. 
Another possibility would be to use s1ntered tungsten 
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crucibles, constructed in such a \'lay as to avoid shorting 
out the furna ce current. 
7) A multiple reflection mirror system, with the 
mirrors mounted inside the vacuum chamber, would allo, ... 
lines with f-values below .01 to be studied, without 
resorting to unduly hiGh beam densities. The only drawback 
would be the loss in light intensity. 
8) Further work on very weak lines arising from 
lowly populated electronic levels could be done, on ce the 
range of measure.able equivalent widths was extended to .15 
mA0 • 
9) Heating by induction or by electron bombardment 
would probably be superior to the present furnace for 
attaining temperatures above 2500 °0. 
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D. Suggestions for Further Research 
A brief discussion will follow of the possibilities 
for using the atomic beam method to measure the f-values 
for resonance lines of elements other than those on which 
some work has already been done. 
Scandium, yttrium and the rare eartns should form· 
atomic beams at temperatures around 2000 °0. They all form 
carbides so it would probably be necessary to use zirconia 
crucibles. The most serious problem in the study of these 
elements would be their chemical activity. At lo-6 Torr 
the amount of gettering \·lhich '\'Tould occur on the micro-
balance pan might make accurate determination of atomic 
beam densities impossible. 
Titanium, which is a well kno•m getter, is probably 
impossible to study without going to residual v a cuum 
pressures belmv 10-8 Torr. 
Vanadium has been found to form an atomic beam from 
a zirconia crucible at about 2000 °0. If adequate beam 
densities for observation of its resonance lines can be 
obtained before the zirconia melts, vanadium should be 
measurable with the present apparatus. 
The strong resonance lines of zinc and cadmium could 
be studied if a good continuum source for wavelene ths 
belo'v 2500 A0 were obt ained . It would be necessary to 
measure crucible temperatures with a thermocouple. 
Silicon has all its strong resonance linea below 
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2550 A0 • Silicon is knm·m to form various polyatomic 
vapour species (38) which would make the determination of 
the fraction of the atoms in the monatomic state very 
difficult. 
Germanium also forms polyatomic vapours {38 ). It 
has one resonance line , ~651, which might be studied with 
the present light source. Graphite crucibles might be 
useable for vapourizing s ermanium. 
Aluminum is particularly difficult to contain in the 
liquid state. It was found to react with zirconia, graphite, 
and quartz crucibles. An atomic beam of aluminum was 
produced from a recrystalized alumina crucibl~ but exam-
ination of the impulse forces indicated that the atomic 
beam was not pure aluminum but contained a sizable fraction 
of heavier molecules such as AlO or Al20. There is some 
hope that tantalum carbide or sintered tungsten crucibles 
will solve this difficulty. If an atomic beam of aluminum 
could be produced it should present no other serious 
experimental difficulties. 
Calcium and magnesium are of considerable interest 
both theoretically and astrophysically. However the chem-
ical activity of tnese elements might make accurate atomic 
beam density measurements at residual gas pressures of 
lo-6 Torr impossible. 
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